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The 2009 Summit: Careers in the Arts for People with Disabilities is presented by the 
National Endowment for the Arts, the Social Security Administration, the U.S. 

Department of Labor, The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, VSA arts 
and the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. 

 
Disclaimer:   The views expressed in this paper are the views of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views 
or policies of the agencies and organizations listed above, nor is any representation made concerning the source, 
originality, accuracy, completeness or reliability of any statement, information, data, finding, interpretation, advice, 
opinion, or view presented. 

 

I. Project Background 

 

The Access to Design Professions Project was developed as a living memorial to Ron 

Mace, a Fellow of the American Institute of Architects. Ron died 2 weeks after the first 

Careers in the Arts Summit in June 1998 http://artsedge.kennedy-

center.org/forum/papers/mace.html.  He was the indomitable force behind universal 

design; the architect who coined the term and promoted the process of designing 

everything so that it could be used by most people, with little or no adaptation. After his 

sudden death, we were struck by how few designers there were who could speak with 

the same authority. It was rare to find professionals with technical expertise in design 

and the personal experience of disability. The combination makes for an unusually 

http://artsedge.kennedy-center.org/forum/papers/mace.html
http://artsedge.kennedy-center.org/forum/papers/mace.html
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effective designer; To honor him, Adaptive Environments created a proposal that was 

funded by the National Endowment for Arts, Leadership Initiative in Universal Design in 

1999. The overall goal was to encourage people with disabilities to become designers, 

in order to improve the practice of universal design. 

 

Access to Design Professions‘ underlying philosophy is that as more designers with 

disabilities enter the design professions, they will use their personal experience of 

disability to contribute to great universal design, as did Ron Mace. In addition, there is 

concern that the current lack of designers with disabilities perpetuates the practice of 

design that isolates, excludes and stigmatizes people with disabilities.  A greater 

diversity of practitioners is needed to achieve the promise of universal design as a more 

holistic, socially inclusive approach. The project also demonstrates the Institute for 

Human Centered Design‘s conviction that ―Design is powerful and profoundly impacts 

our daily lives.‖  

 

II. Project Research 

 

A. Designers with Disabilities 

We began the project with key-informant research to learn from design professionals 

with disabilities about their careers. Daniel Hunter, a landscape architect from Oregon 

was the researcher and had in-depth interviews with 33 designers worldwide.  
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They were a diverse group, coming from 8 countries.  21 (64%) resided in the USA.  3 

resided in Australia, 3 in United Kingdom, 2 in Japan and one each in Brazil, Canada, 

Mexico and Portugal.  Of those from the USA, 14 states and Washington, DC were 

represented. Their average length of professional practice was 19 years, ranging from 

less than one year to 48 years.  They were primarily male: 27 men (82%) and 6 women 

(18%). Their professions included architecture, industrial design, environmental design 

and landscape architecture.   

 

As a designer with a disability, Daniel established a sense of trust with the designers 

that he contacted.  Several of the designers interviewed expressed their appreciation in 

being able to discuss their extremely isolated career development path. They reported, 

―No one has ever asked these questions before.‖ The interviews informed us about their 

early career development, what motivated them, the barriers they faced in their early 

education, their professional education and in their work. The conclusions noted, 

―Access to educational programs and professional life in all fields of design study is 

problematic for people with disabilities.  Career counseling for people with disabilities 

leading to design is almost non-existent. Studio based education in architecture, 

landscape architecture, interior architecture and industrial design is often inaccessible to 

students with disabilities.  Teaching the techniques and goals of universal or inclusive 

design in design school programs is an ironic endeavor when design schools 

themselves are inaccessible, and design professionals see people with disabilities as a 

user group, rather than as potential peers and colleagues.  The transition to work was 

the most difficult area. Finding work was a major hurdle for those few designers with 
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disabilities who manage to complete their initial professional degree. They were 

hindered by low expectations as well as continuing discrimination by employers. The 

research uncovered feelings of isolation and the desire for a sense of community and 

mentoring.  Design practitioners with disabilities are not known to each other, nor are 

they available as mentors and role models to other aspiring professionals. The lack of 

mentoring was seen as a major factor in the difficulty in finding employment. The 

designers highlighted the need for much more awareness of the contributions that 

disabled designers make to their professions.‖  

 

B. Systems Research 

In addition to the key-informant research, the project conducted informal systems 

research through interviews with individuals representing 18 organizations in both 

design and in disability. Their work included career counseling, school to work, 

leadership and employment initiatives for people with disabilities. The intent was to 

establish a context for the Action Planning. The interviews provided a ‗Snapshot‘ of 

information on the systems that are in place to introduce young people to the design 

professions and was used to create the briefing materials for the Task Force meeting. 

 

The informal systems research highlighted the gaps that would encourage or support 

careers in design.  A few excellent models were identified but overall the findings were 

bleak. The findings in secondary education confirmed that there was no awareness of 

universal design, no career information on design, limited connections between special 

education and career counselors, no outreach from the colleges by design summer 
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programs, no incentives to study design and no role models.  At the professional level it 

was learned that there were no visible role models, no mentors, a lack of community, 

that the professional societies were not welcoming, and there was no understanding of 

the contribution to be made by designers with disabilities. The diversity programs offer 

models but rarely include disability. There was also a lack of knowledge about 

technology applications. 

 

The results of both research efforts provided the knowledge base for the project.  

 

III. Project Task Force 

 

The project convened a Task Force that met at Gallaudet University in August 1999 to 

develop an Action Plan. The two-day action workshop involved 38 people including 

designers with disabilities, design educators, design practitioners, representatives from 

professional design societies, disability service organizations, higher education 

organizations, career development for youth with disabilities, community colleges, 

foundations, government agencies involved in employment and media. Participants 

reviewed a Briefing Packet in advance that included results of the research with 

designers as well as the Systems Research ‗Snapshot.‘.  

 

Facilitated by Daniel Iacofano of MIG, Berkeley, the Task Force prioritized 

recommendations. The Task Force highlighted the ―Invisible Problem.‖ They noted, 

―Barriers in attitude, environment and technology in schools and places of employment 
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undermine career development for designers with disabilities.  The result is that there 

are very limited numbers of designers with disabilities in any of the design professions.  

They are virtually invisible with very few role models.―  

 

The Task Force recommendations as well as indiv 

idual commitments informed the basis of the Action Plan. Follow-up teleconferences 

and an Advisory Group meeting helped structure the recommendations into the 

following top three priorities: 

 

1. Develop and disseminate materials to promote awareness of designers with 

disabilities 

2. Develop an International Network 

3. Develop a Mentorship Program 

 

IV. Building a World Fit for People: Designers with Disabilities at Work 

 

The need to raise public awareness about the contributions of designers with disabilities 

led to the publication of the book Building a World Fit for People: Designers with 

Disabilities at Work. Writer Mark Limont did further interviews with 20 designers 

selected from Daniel Hunter‘s original research. Ron Mace‘s profile was added, created 

by interviews with colleagues. NEC Foundation of America supported the development 

of the publication that was widely promoted and distributed to parent organizations, 
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vocational rehabilitation agencies and other career groups. The book is available online 

in an accessible format, at no cost. The Foreword by John Kemp notes,  

 

When designers with disabilities participate in the planning and design of 

schools, housing, landscapes, and workplaces, we gain a combination of 

personal experience of disability and professional design skills. When that 

happens, pluralism in functional use of structures and products isn‘t an 

afterthought; it is integrated into the fundamentals of design and subsequent 

use. And, aesthetically, our pluralistic world needs new challenges and new 

ideas that incorporate beauty with function. These solutions to accommodate 

diversity might possibly come slowly from educated non-disabled designers, 

but the process will be more elegant and coherent when designers with 

disabilities are involved from the start. It also makes the shift from ―them and 

us‖ to ―we.‖ 

 

The book can be found at: http://www.adaptiveenvironments.org/adp/profiles/index.php 

 

V. International Network of Designers with Disabilities 

 

This network was a target goal of the project – it was a dream of Ron Mace that there 

be an International Network of Designers with Disabilities. All but one of the 33 

designers interviewed in the initial research indicated their interest in participation. The 

Network is virtual; communications are through the Internet on a list serve managed by 

http://www.adaptiveenvironments.org/adp/profiles/index.php
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the project. There are about 65 people in the Network at this time; about 33% are 

international and the rest are from the US. Daniel Hunter coordinates the Network, with 

assistance from IHCD s web administrator. 

 

When there is a national meeting where several members will be attending, the project 

organizes informal gatherings with Network member and friends. These are rare 

opportunities for people to meet face-to-face. Network meetings were held in relation to 

AIA conferences in San Diego, Boston and San Francisco. 

 

The Network list serv has periodic bursts of dialogue and then may be quiet for a week 

or two. Members are extremely responsive to queries and have been a source of 

volunteers who participated in interviews with VR students in the online course and for 

mentors in the E-Mentoring program. Most recently two requests stimulated numerous 

responses: one was from a volunteer architect in a high school program who needed 

suggestions for assistive technology accommodations for a high school student who 

had limited hand use; another was from an architect who had recently lost his sight and 

wanted an evaluation of Grade 2 Braille in creating ‗accessible‘ architectural plans. He 

was also able to meet another network member who was an architect who had also lost 

his sight.  

 

The Network is in transition and will be expanding resources. Members have been 

asking for more opportunities for members to share their work online.  
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VI. E-Mentoring  

 

Initial planning for the Mentoring Program was conducted as part of Designing for the 

21st Century II: International Conference on Universal Design in June 2000. The 

international meeting was an unusual opportunity to engage many of the designers who 

participated in the research. Fifteen disabled designers participated and contributed to 

the planning for a pilot program. Eight other educators and administrators participated. 

They concluded that the Internet would be the most effective way to connect young 

people with mentors, as the potential target audience is so widely dispersed around the 

world. Another strong recommendation was that the mentors could include able-bodied 

as well as disabled individuals – the protégé could state his or her preference.  

 

The E-Mentoring Program was launched at a Mentoring Kick-off: Designers with 

Disabilities Tell Their Stories held on October 24, 2001, at a Boston design firm. The 

event was scheduled to coincide with the annual nationwide program, Disability 

Mentoring Day, sponsored by the American Association of People with Disabilities 

(AAPD).   

 

Young people with disabilities, family members, career and vocational rehabilitation 

counselors and design educators/ practitioners were invited to attend this event 

sponsored by Adaptive Environments Center, in cooperation with Partners for Youth 

with Disabilities and Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission.  
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A panel presentation included disabled designers who spoke about some of their 

mentors. They told of early experiences that helped shape their careers in design 

professions.  Their personal stories were followed by a candid question and answer 

session about both the challenges and opportunities of working as a designer with a 

disability. The panelists were George Balsley, architect; Tom McCarthy, landscape 

architect; Peter Smith, architect; and Elmer Bartels, Commissioner of Rehabilitation in 

Massachusetts.  Elaine Ostroff of Adaptive Environments moderated the panel. 

 

The E-Mentoring program was launched in 2002 with online questionnaires for both 

mentors and protégés to help in the matching process. The program has had some 

successful matches; some lasted over a year and others were concluded with one or 

two exchanges that provided the information and/or support needed at the time.  In 

2008, Ruth Lusher became the E-Mentoring coordinator and began an evaluation and 

new outreach though a re-launch of the E-Mentoring Program in March 2008. She is 

also revamping the program to respond to practitioners who are in situation where they 

need the support of a mentor.  

 

Lusher‘s evaluation and recommendations noted, ―The thorniest problem to crack is 

recruiting protégés.‖ She has proposed new strategies for more effective outreach. The 

program now has a Facebook page to reach younger people and others who are 

already actively using the Internet for social networking.   
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One personal story from the E-Mentoring program best illustrates the project‘s impact. A 

young man who had been a protégé for about two years said,  

 

“I have been working since Monday, as a draftsperson for an architecture 

firm in Boston. I have this career position only a little more than one month 

since having graduated! I am very proud of this. I receive a respectable 

salary and full benefits. I would like to extend my gratitude for having 

benefited by the E-mentoring program.” 

 

VII. Collaboration with the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture 

 

 ―Universal Design and Access to Design Professions in Schools of Architecture,‖ was 

sponsored by the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and Adaptive Environments in 

cooperation with the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture (ACSA). ACSA is 

the North American association of architecture programs in post-secondary colleges 

and universities. The day-long meeting was hosted by the ACSA at the American 

Institute of Architects building in Washington, DC on July 16, 2002.  Suggestions were 

generated for influencing curriculum, for improving access for people with disabilities in 

schools of architecture, and for the next phase of Access to Design Professions, a 

program of Adaptive Environments, Boston, Massachusetts.  

 

The eighteen invited participants included senior faculty members in architecture, 

architects with disabilities, and leading advocates for universal design and diversity. 
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There was strong consensus to ―Get beyond the usual suspects‖ with recommendation 

to reach potential allies by incorporating universal design with other socially conscious 

efforts such as sustainability, social justice and diversity. 

 

At the end of the meeting, individual commitments from each participant confirmed the 

tremendous potential for change initiated by the group effort. They ranged from sending 

a resource issue on universal design to the over 9000 young architects and students 

who subscribe to ArchVoices, an online weekly newsletter, to a survey of community 

colleges that would identify students with disabilities who are studying design, to 

working with the related accrediting organizations to improve their data collection on 

architecture students with disabilities.  

 

Participant Casius Pealer, Co-Editor of ArchVoices arranged for Elaine Ostroff to 

produce the universal design resource issue that was emailed to all 9000 subscribers 

on September 13, 2002. 

 

Several recommendations to impact professional architectural education were 

incorporated into the future phases of the Access to Design Professions program 

beginning in June 2003 and continuing. They are described below. 

 

A. Architecture for Social Justice: Partnerships in Teaching 

This awards program invited proposals from faculty who were teaching a design studio 

during the 2003-2004 academic year, in any NAAB-accredited undergraduate or 
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graduate architecture degree program. The design studio is the most significant 

integrative process of the student experience. The intent was to recognize and support 

faculty who are leading studios that address human equity for both students as well as 

those who inhabit or experience the built environment. The awards program 

documented the creative ways that faculty are engaged in teaching architecture as a 

socially embedded discipline and practice and fostering an atmosphere of collaboration 

and respect in their classrooms. 

Descriptions of the 10 studios selected through a competitive application process can 

be found here: http://www.udeducation.org/teach/asj/index.asp 

The selections were made by a jury appointed in cooperation with the Association of 

Collegiate Schools of Architecture and coordinated by the Access to Design Professions 

Project.. 

 

B. Social Justice in Architecture: Promoting Universal Design and Human 

Diversity in Architecture Education and Practice Through the Accreditation 

Process 

This paper was prepared by the Access to Design Professions project and submitted to 

the National Architecture Accreditation Board for the 2003 Validation Conference. This 

was an attempt to inform and influence the accreditation process. The paper highlights 

the issues facing architecture students with disabilities as well as the lack of attention to 

human diversity in architectural education. It emphasizes the extraordinary demographic 

and societal changes that demand more enlightened designers and design. The paper 

http://www.udeducation.org/teach/asj/index.asp
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identifies the existing NAAB Conditions and Procedures that can begin to address these 

issues and suggests slight modifications in language that can further respond to these 

needs. It recommends changes in data gathering to get statistics on students and 

faculty with disabilities. It also offers some suggestions for the site visit and preparation 

of members of accreditation visiting teams.  

It is posted on the NEA website at 

http://www.arts.gov/resources/Accessibility/ud/Adap_Env.html. 

 

C. Design for Social Justice: Partnerships in Recruiting Students with Disabilities 

The intent of the three demonstration projects in post-secondary schools in 2005 – 2006 

was to support the recruitment of people with disabilities into careers in design. Prior 

Architecture for Social Justice Projects focused on Schools of Architecture. These new 

projects invited a wider audience that included other design professions as well as 

architecture. They could include landscape, interiors, industrial design, graphic design, 

web design, textile design, information design, CAD, drafting, etc. The projects focused 

on one or more of the following goals: 

 Teach people with disabilities about careers in design. 

 Recruit students with disabilities into post-secondary design education programs. 

 Develop professional interaction and understanding among design professors, 

disability services staff, career counselors, vocational rehab counselors and high 

school guidance counselors. 

http://www.arts.gov/resources/Accessibility/ud/Adap_Env.html
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The most successful of these projects was developed at the University at Buffalo. This 

is a two-part collaborative project involving the University at Buffalo and St. Mary‘s 

School for the Deaf (a primary and secondary school). The project was: 

"Opportunities and Challenges for Hearing Impaired Students in University Level" 

 

You can view and/or project the two slide shows developed by the U at Buffalo project: 

 Becoming an Architect: Opportunities and Challenges for Students who are Deaf 

or Hard of Hearing  

 Universal Design as a Success Strategy for University at Buffalo Students, Faulty 

and Staff  

 

VIII. Building Careers in Design – online course and website 

 

We identified the need to reach Vocational rehabilitation counselors in order to 

introduce them to careers in design for people with disabilities. We knew from our 

research that in the US, vocational rehabilitation counselors are critical in providing the 

guidance and financial support for people with disabilities to get professional training 

and that they had little knowledge about the range of career options in design. 

 

Building Careers in Design is a national web-based technical assistance and training 

project that addresses needs identified in Access to Design Profession‘s initial research 

with designers with disabilities. It was supported by a contract with Rehabilitation 

Services Administration (RSA) and developed by Adaptive Environments in partnership 

http://www.adaptiveenvironments.org/adp/slideshows/ADP_St_Marys_Presentation_FINAL_w_Credits_OPT.pdf
http://www.adaptiveenvironments.org/adp/slideshows/ADP_St_Marys_Presentation_FINAL_w_Credits_OPT.pdf
http://www.adaptiveenvironments.org/adp/slideshows/ADP_UB_Presentation_FINAL_w_Credits_OPT.pdf
http://www.adaptiveenvironments.org/adp/slideshows/ADP_UB_Presentation_FINAL_w_Credits_OPT.pdf
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with San Diego State University‘s Interwork Institute and in collaboration with the 

California Department of Rehabilitation and the Massachusetts Rehabilitation 

Commission.  

 

The project had two major objectives. They were: 

 Provide vocational rehabilitation counselors with the knowledge and skills 

needed to meet the educational and employment needs of people with 

disabilities to attain quality careers in design. This would be met through the 

online course. 

 

 Introduce people with disabilities, their families, employers, educators, vocational 

counselors, and career counselors to the design professions as quality careers 

for people with disabilities. This would be met through the website, 

www.careersindesign.org 

 

A national advisory group developed in conjunction with RSA provided ongoing 

information and review for the developing online course and the website. Periodic 

teleconferences and a limited access website provided easy-to-use opportunities for the 

advisors to see draft materials and give feedback.  California and Massachusetts 

assisted in the recruitment for the pilot course that was limited to a total of 20 people 

from the two states. 

 

http://www.careersindesign.org/
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After the initial pilot course, the online course was been co-led by a designer with a 

disability and a vocational rehabilitation counselor. The course has been offered 4 times 

to about 80 people across the country.  Many network members play an important role 

in the course by volunteering to be interviewed by a counselor as part of a very 

successful assignment, ―An Interview with a designer with a disability.‖ The 6-week 

course is quite demanding, and requires a minimum of 5-10 hours a week. The courses 

website includes the weekly slide lectures that are provided in accessible formats; 

detailed assignments and readings; extensive resources and a discussion board. 

Participation in the discussion board counts for one third of the grade. Students who 

meet all the requirements earn 30 CRCs, the professional credits needed for re-

certification by vocational counselors.  

 

The course will be offered again in the spring of 2010. 

 

The Building Careers in Design website provides information about many different 

design careers, about how to test a person‘s interest in design, about some design 

schools, about accommodations and how to develop a portfolio. 

 

IX. Diversity Initiative with the American Institute of Architects 

 

Since 2003, Access to Design Professions has reached out to the Diversity Committee 

of American Institute of Architects (AIA) to expand the definition of diversity to include 

ability as well as race, culture and gender. The project participated in AIA‘s national 
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data collection analysis to lead to better data collection of various diversity populations 

in schools and in practice.  

 

A. 2020 Vision Conference  

They were centrally involved in the 2020 Vision Conference held in Boston and 

organized by the American Institute of Architect‘s Diversity Committee and the Boston 

Society of Architects. The project was represented on the Planning Committee, and also 

submitted a number of proposals. The proposals shared a common approach: disability 

was one aspect of a broader diversity issue.  The following titles illustrate the approach 

(and the sessions were all very well attended):  

 

Everything you always wanted to know but were afraid to ask about hiring, firing and all 

that stuff in between; Debunking the typical consumer myth: expanding the definition of 

the user;  NAAB — where and how does diversity fit?  

 

B. National AIA Annual Conferences  

These are very competitive conferences; many proposals are not accepted. Access to 

Design Professions partnered with other diversity leaders and participated in two 

proposals that were accepted  for the 2003 and 2004 conventions.  In 2009, the 

convention theme was The Power Of Diversity: Practice In A Complex World. Three 

sessions were accepted and extremely well attended: Designing for Everyone: 

Universal Design's Importance in a Socially-Responsible Practice; Designers with 

http://www.aiaconvention.com/live/61/program/T12
http://www.aiaconvention.com/live/61/program/T12
http://www.aiaconvention.com/live/61/program/T12
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Disabilities at Work: Sustainability and Social Justice; Out of Sight, Out of Mind: 

Aesthetic Messages Written in the Built Environment About People with Disabilities.  

 

X. Introducing Youth with Disabilities to Careers in Design  

 

A. Horace Mann High School Program 

Educational programs for youth were piloted with deaf high school students at the 

Horace Mann School for the Deaf in Boston, to introduce them to careers in design. A 

seven-week course met twice a week. Each week there was a class session led by 

Access to Design staff, with presentations and some hands-on activities. Four of the 

classes had deaf designers as guest speakers. The second session each week was a 

completely hands-on lab experience led by a Horace Mann teacher. Ten students 

participated; most were from the high school and 1 from the middle school.  

 

Evaluation of the pilot seven-week course:  

The initial proposed outcomes were unrealistic. The overall intent to introduce students 

to career opportunities in design was partly achieved, based on review of the pre and 

post tests and student feedback. The follow-up team meeting concluded that the 

students were very engaged, especially in the lab sessions, and that we could refine the 

overall class to increase their understanding about design as a career. 

 

Planning with the staff led to a second course that would be more hands-on and staffed 

by the Horace Mann team with support from the Access to Design Professions Project. 

http://www.aiaconvention.com/live/61/program/F106
http://www.aiaconvention.com/live/61/program/F106
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The scheduling of the initial program within the full school day had been problematic for 

both students and staff.  Careful planning around a statewide testing program revealed 

the potential for a weeklong intensive program, without any schedule conflicts for 

students and staff. The new course focused on graphic and exhibit design and was 

called the ―Digital Factory.‖ Students created an exhibit about the Horace Mann School 

and deaf education. The exhibit was designed to be portable; it consists of hinged 

wooden panels that contain scanned reproductions of artifacts recently discovered in 

the school archives. 

 

After-school Program 

Adaptive Environments developed a proposal that was funded by the Massachusetts 

Library System to teach digital technology to the Horace Mann students thorough after-

school programming. The proposal covers a two-year period. The first year classes 

were held during the school year at Horace Mann. The second phase focuses on web 

design and will be held this summer, July-August 2009, at the Institute for Human 

Centered Design. Students will participle twice a week for five weeks in four-hour 

sessions. The course will be led by a Horace Mann technology teacher, assisted by 

interns from the Institute for Human Centered Design. The website will include a digital 

version of the exhibit that students created the previous school year. 

 

B. Learning By Design and The Engineering High School   

Access to Design Professions has developed two new partnerships to continue work 

with Boston high school students to introduce them to careers in design.  
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One partnership is with Learning By Design (LBD). LBD is an experienced design 

education program of the Boston Society of Architects. They have worked in schools all 

over the state, at both elementary and high school levels. The Access to Design 

Professions Project contracted with LBD to refine their standard high school workshop 

and to test and evaluate a high school workshop model for an inclusive group of 

students. In addition, LBD will create a teacher‘s workshop based on the student 

experience and will also create web pages to disseminate the experiences for both 

students and teachers. 

 

The second partnership is with The Engineering School – TES. TES is a high school 

within an educational complex of the Boston Public Schools. The leadership is 

extremely open to experimentation and evaluation with their inner-city students. They 

also have an active Parent Advisory Board that is eager to develop more inclusive 

learning opportunities for the children who have more significant learning difficulties. At 

the time of this paper, the initial workshop program at TES has just been completed, 

and the evaluation is about to begin.  

 

The outcome of the workshop was a design for the Guidance Center of TES. Next fall, 

the plan will be implemented with assistance from another organization. 

 

An inclusive group of 18 students met once a week for seven weeks, in 90 minute 

sessions. Four of the students came from a substantially separate track that has had no 
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interaction with the larger school community. The other students had extensive 

experience in science and other competitions. The design curriculum relates to other 

areas including: Mathematics, Social Studies, Art/Design, Language Arts, Science.  

 

The plan included the following assignment:  Student design teams will go through the 

process of design for the existing Guidance Center and create Design Guidelines for 

Phase II Implementation. 

 

The Student Objectives: Students will: 

 Understand the steps of the Design Process and how to use it; they will think like 

Designers 

 Overcome the challenges of working on a diverse team and understand the 

unique contributions of each team member. 

 Distill information from multiple perspectives and sources and apply that 

knowledge to creatively solving a problem. 

 Increase understanding of their own and others learning style and environment 

requirements. 

 Clearly present their ideas in visual, written and oral form 

 Learn to work in scale 

 Have Fun!  
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Results: Four well-organized groups of students presented their thoughtful designs for 

the Guidance Center in model form and drawings to other students and teachers. Every 

person on each team participated in the development and presentation process.  

 

XI. Future Plans 

 

Design for Social Justice: Partnerships for Diversity is the next phase of Access to 

Design Professions, leading to a strengthened perception of disability as an integral 

aspect of diversity. The overarching goal is to increase the pipeline of design 

professionals with disabilities. We will add members to the National Task Force, 

increasing our collaborations with the American Institute for Architects Diversity Group, 

design students with disabilities, and parents of students with disabilities. We will 

expand our ongoing partnership with AHEAD (Association for Higher Education and 

Disability), the professional association committed to full participation of persons with 

disabilities in postsecondary education. We will also use the expanded design capacity 

of Adaptive Environments/ the Institute for Human-Centered Design (AE/IHCD) to 

exemplify and inspire a model of diversity in professional design practice. 
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